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Benign tumours : 
meningiomas







• Neurologic status at baseline showed 
that 50 (30%) patients did not have any 
neurologic symptoms and 116 (70%) 
patients presented 1 or more cranial 
nerve dysfunctions, including

trigeminal pain/paresthesia 
(25%),

visual impairment 

(44%) and 

facial nerve dysfunction

(13%)

As regards III/IV/VI cranial nerves, 1 patient (2%)reported a 
worsening in preexisting deficits while 27 (55%)patients 
showed an improvement at last follow-up. 
Visual acuity (II cranial nerve) was stable in 87% of patients; 
5% reported a worsening (3 patients with preexisting grade 
3 visual impairment had grade 4 visual deterioration) and 
8% of patients showed an improvement at last follow-up. 
Furthermore, we evaluated dosimetric data of patients who 
developed visual toxicity and compared them with values of 
patients who did not. Compared with the 95th percentile of 
maximum dose chiasm or optic nerve of patients who did 
not show visual toxicity, only 1 patient developing visual 
toxicity had a higher value (29.7 Gy as punctual dose 
delivered to a volume <0.5 cm3)



Brain metastases



Resected metastases





Local recurrence at 2 years 14.5 %

NB : 
radiation necrosis with post op SRS 7 %
LC rate at 1 year 84 %
MD risk 12.5 %



Recommendation 2.1. Patients with 
symptomatic brain metastases should be 
offered local therapy (radiosurgery and/or 
radiation therapy and/or surgery) as 
recommended in this guideline regardless 
of the systemic therapy used for the 
systemic disease 
(Type: evidence-based; Evidence quality: 
high; Strength of recommendation: strong). 



Multidisciplinary assessment and patient-centered 
decision making are essential to optimally select patients 
in whom local therapy for brain metastases may be safely 
and appropriately delayed

For patients with symptomatic
brain metastases who are candidates for
immunotherapy or CNS-active targeted therapy, 
based on eligibility and clinical context, upfront 
local therapy (radiation and/or surgery) is 
recommended because studies of
immunotherapy and CNS-active targeted therapy 
have demonstrated limited response rates and/or 
limited durability of radiographic stability

Prospective studies are ongoing (NCT03340129,
NCT02858869, NCT02978404) and more are needed to
assess the optimal combination of local therapy with the
evolving landscape of systemic therapies to maximize
CNS-tumor control and patient survival.





How The New Drugs Change the Algoritms
The Last Two Years Most Therapeutic Improvements in HER2 + Tumors

Gennari et al ESMO Guideline 2022



Although reports are limited and quality of evidence
is mixed, there may be combinations of certain
systemic therapy agents (TKIs, T-DM1) and SRS that are associated with a higher risk of 
radionecrosis (30%-40%) than those reported with SRS alone ( Zhuang 2020 ,Soliman
2020).  With respect to combinations of immune checkpoint inhibitors with SRS, reports 
are also mixed, some showing a higher incidence of radionecrosis with
combination therapy.      However, there are also several reports showing that the 
incidence of radionecrosis is low with combination of immune checkpoint
inhibition and SRS and similar to rates reported for SRS alone.

Quantitative Analysis of Normal Tissue Effect in the Clinic (QUANTEC)
recommendation to limit single-fraction V12Gy to 5 to 10 cm3 remains prudent
For patients treated with 5-fraction fractionated SRS, these studies
suggest keeping the V30Gy of normal brain (total brain
minus target volume) to <10.5 cm3



Although such an approach of minimizing event rates can be attempted from HyTEC
data, we suggest prescribing doses for intact brain metastases that are supported by 
published studies11,12 and corroborated by HyTEC, which analyzed TCP for “small,” 
“medium,” and “large” brain metastases (with diameters ≤2 cm, 2.1-3.0 cm, and 3.1-
4.0 cm, respectively). From the HyTEC analyses, doses of 18 to 24 Gy £ 1, 9 to 10 Gy £ 
3, or 6 to 7 Gy £ 5 led to TCP rates >70% to 95% (depending on tumor size and dose); 
the authors recommended consideration of fractionation for lesions >2 cm in size as 
a potential means to increase TCP and reduce NTCP. We suggest considering lower 
prescribed doses if predicted risks of symptomatic necrosis in an eloquent area are 
relatively high (eg, >20%-30%), even with fractionation, and if lower doses would 
plausibly markedly mitigate these risks without meaningfully compromising TCP. But 
again, the appropriateness of this strategy depends on the clinical situation, and we 
acknowledge that data (on which HyTEC based its analyses) needed to make these 
difficult decisions are lacking



The ENCEPHALON trial is investigating the potential cognitive benefit of 
SRS versus WBRT in patients with SCLC, 
and is expected to add substantial knowledge in the near future.

In the meantime, the repeated report of 
equitable overall survival, high intracranial control 
rates, and the convenient possibility of repeated 
SRS with single or few sessions might be reason 
enough to offer SRS instead of WBRT to selected 
patients with limited brain metastases from SCLC.



Spine tumors



No place for SRT out side clinical trials





Glial tumours
Glial tumors





In all other cases of diffuse gliomas, a lack of IDH1-R132H immunoreactivity
should be followed by IDH1 and IDH2 DNA sequencing 
IDH-wildtype diffuse gliomas without vascular proliferation or necrosis should 
be tested for
EGFR amplification,

TERT promoter mutation and/or  a +7/–10 cytogenetic
In addition, the presence of histone H3.3 G34R/V mutations should be 

evaluated to identify H3.3 G34-mutant diffuse hemispheric gliomas in young 
patients with IDH-wildtype gliomas and ATRX mutated neoplasm.
Diffuse gliomas of the thalamus, brainstem or spinal cord must be tested for 
histone H3K27M mutations to identify H3K27M-altered diffuse midline
gliomas.
Finally, MYB- or MYBL1-altered or diffuse low-grade glioma MAPK pathway-
altered should be considered in diffuse low grade IDH-wild type in adults



This means that is possible to
define a molecular glioblastoma, IDH-wildtype CNS
WHO grade 4, even in cases that otherwise appear
histologically lower grade 2 o 3, when present concurrent
gain of whole chromosome 7 and loss of whole
chromosome 10 (+7/–10), EGFR amplification and/or
TERT promoter mutation. 
However, TERT promoter
mutation is the less specific parameter for GBM than
the aforementioned two parameters, suggesting being
cautious to perform a diagnosis of molecular glioblastoma
if only this alteration is present in otherwise low
grade diffuse IDH wildtype glioma



Results: A total of 159 of these
tumors met the WHO 2021 molecular criteria for glioblastoma,IDH-wt., 
47 received radiotherapy only and 
112 received a combination of radiotherapy and temozolomide.
There was no added effect of temozolomide on either overall survival or 
progression-free survival . 
MGMT promoter methylation was prognostic for overall survival, but was not 
predictive for outcome to temozolomide treatment either with respect to overall 
survival or progression-free survival.
Conclusions: In this cohort of patients with glioblastoma,
IDH-wt temozolomide treatment did not add benefit beyond that
observed from radiotherapy, regardless of MGMT promoter status.





• The BRAF inhibitor dabrafenib has shown meaningful clinical activity in paediatric patients with BRAF V600 mutation-
positive low-grade glioma and high-grade glioma.

• Dual blockade of the MAPK pathway using dabrafenib and the MEK inhibitor trametinib has shown activity in multiple 
tumour types and is a standard of care in BRAF V600-mutant melanoma, non-small-cell lung cancer, and anaplastic thyroid 
cancer. Compared with BRAF inhibitor monotherapy, combined treatment showed superior outcomes with regard to 
progression-free survival and overall survival and reduced the incidence of skin-related toxicities in melanoma and non-
small-cell lung cancer. Furthermore, there is emerging evidence that acquired resistance to BRAF inhibitor monotherapy
develops in gliomas, as in other tumour types, which might be mitigated by dual inhibition 

• Taken together, these data support the investigation of dabrafenib plus trametinib in adult patients with BRAFV ⁶⁰⁰E 
mutation positive glioma. 

Interim analysis of 45 pts :
33%  responders in HGG group ( median FU 12 months) 
69% responders in LGG group ( median follow up  32 months) 
53 % grade 3 toxicities ( no neurological side effects) 


